Zone-In Pitching Target Testimonials
“Power, Control and Deception are the three measures of the pitching motion and the Zone-In is
all about helping a pitcher excel at Control” and “The concept and quality of the Zone-In provide
athletes with tons of training challenges along with additional enjoyment and motivation to be
better” says Kirk Walker, Head Coach, Oregon State University.
“The Zone-In is simply the best training aid on the market for pitchers” says a former minor
league pitcher and professional pitching instructor.
“The Zone-In gives my son the confidence to pitch inside to batters” says a Dad of a
successful high school pitcher.
“The Zone-In is an outstanding piece of training equipment. It helps our pitchers to work on
different pitch locations and gives them the confidence to make more quality pitches. I would
strongly recommend the Zone-In to anyone wanting to make their players better pitchers. The
Zone-In is a beneficial addition to any practice” says Mike, coach of a nationally ranked 16U
travel team.
“I have seen this terrific training product first hand and it is first rate both in results and quality of
construction. The Zone-In is a very high quality made product that will last you for many years
no matter the abuse you give it. But more than that, it serves as a terrific training aid for pitchers
of all ages. This product “grows with your pitcher” meaning as they advance in their skills the
Zone In presents a new more finely focused target to hit. From beginners to Olympians this
product will serve for quality practice. It also puts the fun back into practice in a very fine
focused way” says Sandy Fischer, Head Coach at Oklahoma State, 1978-2001, Softball Hall
of Fame.
“The Zone-In is the best pitching training aid on the market. Every practice, I would throw a
bullpen session using the Zone-In. It helped me learn how to make every pitch a quality pitch. I
also was able to develop the confidence to make a great pitch in a crucial situation. I would
strongly recommend the Zone-In for any player trying to get an edge on the competition” Says
Michael, 16U baseball player.
It’s not only an outstanding training tool for baseball, the Zone-In scored big at the NCAA
Division One Softball College World Series.
Five of the eight teams that competed in 2007 Softball College World Series purchased the
Zone-In to help them prepare for this prestigious competition. Tennessee, Arizona,
Northwestern, Baylor University and Arizona State University .
“I immediately saw a way to use the Zone-In to tackle a pitcher training challenge. A rise ball,
unlike a curve ball, is intended to rise up out of the strike zone as it reaches the batter. By
rotating the Zone-In tarp 180 degrees, and using the Zone Isolator 2, we were able to provide a
precise target elevation for his pitchers to practice throwing high out of the zone. A tough pitch

for a batter to lay off from on 0-2 and 1-2 pitch counts” says an innovative softball coach at
one of the PAC Ten schools in Arizona.
“Pitchers will need more than basic skill to succeed. This is a battle of wills between the pitcher
and the hitter. The Zone-In takes the pitcher to the next level - CONFIDENCE! ” says a former
minor league pitcher and professional pitching instructor.
“This innovation in training aids is going to become standard equipment for ever team. This is
more than just a training aid for pitchers. Catchers can set it up at 2nd base to work on their
throwing accuracy to second to cut runners down trying to steal. The Zone-In is a perfect target
for outfielders to work on their “one bounce” throws to any of the bases. Infielders can use it to
work on their throwing accuracy to all bases. Pitchers can use it to practice their “pick off”
moves to first base” says another innovative Softball Coach.

